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“Nefarious Goods”
- risky revenues cheat sheet -
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░ WALA
‣ Samson and Son’s 
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 LYRIA ░
The Orphanage ◀
 Paradise Cove ◀

░ DAYMAR     
‣ Brio’s Breaker Yard 

░ HURSTON
‣ Reclamation & Disposal
  Orinth 

░ EUTERPE
‣ Devlin Scrap & S. 

DAYMAR ░
Neue Waste Mgmt. ◀

YELA ░
NT-999-XX. ◀

CELLIN ░
PRIVATE PROPERTY. ◀
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Where to...

░ YELA
‣ Grim Hex ▼
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░ CRU-L4     
‣ Shallow Fields ▼

░ CRU-L5     
‣ Beautiful Glen ▼

      STAR-DD3G-Z4NY

» G. WEEVIL EGGS

» MAZE

» SLAM

» WIDOW

» E´TAM

» NEON

» ALTRUCIATOXIN

“Goods” sorted according to price…
   label                                 | class       | avg. scu price*                | note

*Prices vary, subject to change.

narcotic-acting tranquilizer,
hallucinogen with a bark-shaped appearance
fear-inhibitor and painkiller,
highly addictive, gas form
synthetic opioid, pain relief and euphoria,
thick ink-black liquid
aka Flow, Blinder, Ticktock;
slows body function, green leaves, Xi'an origin
hallucinogen affects nervous system,
common party drug, red pills
relaxing muscles and enh. sensors,
pollen of Revenant Tree
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88 . 000

15 . 900

12 . 829

10 . 600

8 . 498

5 . 450
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MICROTECH ░
Necropolis ◀
Outpost 54 ◀
EUTERPE ░

Ravens Roost ◀

      TOP 5 most Dangerous places.   

➀  BRIO’S BREAKER YARD

➁  DEVLIN SCRAP & SALVAGE

➂  RECLAMATION & DISPOSAL ORINTH

➃  SAMSONS & SON’S

➄  GRIM HEX

 danger |  advocacy | ▼ low demand

Legal Repercussions

If you're found transporting contraband, law
enforcement won't hesitate to impose fines on
you. These fines can range from 2,000 aUEC to
10,000 aUEC, depending on the severity and
quantity of your cargo. Besides the monetary
fines, authorities will also confiscate any illegal
substances found in your possession. Such
financial penalties can severely impact your
operations and profitability.

111 . 000
Gasping Weevil Eggs, breed of tiny beetles,
aphrodisiac, beetles eat sealants, strict banned by UEE!

Jumptown   In addition to the specified trade spots, there are four 'Jumptown' event locations—Yela, Hurston, Daymar, and Microtech—
that continue to sell contraband outside of the event. During Jumptown events, you can either sell contraband conventionally or opt to
deliver it to a LEO port for an additional aUEC bonus. However, engaging in the unlawful path is generally more lucrative.

https://citizen-history.com?utm_source=drugpdf
https://robertsspaceindustries.com/enlist?referral=STAR-DD3G-Z4NY

